PICTURE SHOW
John Prine
Intro: [G] [C] [G] [C] [G] [D] [G] [C] [G][C][G][D][G]
G
A YOUNG MAN FROM A SMALL TOWN
C                     G
WITH A VERY LARGE IMAGINATION
C                       G
LAY ALONE IN HIS ROOM WITH HIS RADIO ON
G                           D
LOOKING FOR ANOTHER STATION
G
WHEN THE STATIC FROM THE MOUTHPIECE
C                G
GAVE WAY TO THE SOUND BELOW
C                    G
JAMES DEAN WENT OUT TO HOLLYWOOD
C              G
AND PUT HIS PICTURE IN A PICTURE SHOW.
C                    G
JAMES DEAN WENT OUT TO HOLLYWOOD
C              G
AND PUT HIS PICTURE IN A PICTURE SHOW.

Chorus
G
AND IT'S OH DADDY GET OFF OF YOUR KNEES
C                     G
MAMMA WHY'D YOU HAVE TO GO
C                       G
YOUR DARLING JIM IS OUT A LIMB
D                   G
I PUT MY PICTURE IN A PICTURE SHOW
D                     G
WHOA HO! PUT MY PICTURE IN A PICTURE SHOW
G
HAMBURGERS CHEESEBURGERS
C                       G
WILBUR AND ORVILLE WRIGHT
C                G
JOHN GARFIELD IN THE AFTERNOON
G                          D
MONTGOMERY CLIFT AT NIGHT
G
WHEN THE STATIC HIT THE MOUTHPIECE
C                G
GAVE WAY TO THE SOUND BELOW
C                G
JAMES DEAN WENT OUT TO HOLLYWOOD
D                    G
AND PUT HIS PICTURE IN A PICTURE SHOW.

Repeat Chorus:

Instrumental: [G] [C] [G] [C] [G] [D] [G] [C] [G] [C] [G] [D] [G]

              G
A MOCCA MAN IN A WIGWAM SITTING ON A RESERVATION.

              C       G
WITH A BIG BLACK HOLE IN THE BELLY OF HIS SOUL

              D
WAITING ON AN EXPLANATION

              G
WHILE THE WHITE MAN SITS ON HIS FAT CAN

              C       G
AND TAKES PICTURES OF THE NAVAJO

              C       G
EVERY TIME HE CLICKS HIS KODAK PICS

              D       G
HE STEALS A LITTLE BIT OF SOUL.

              C       G
EVERY TIME HE CLICKS HIS KODAK PICS

              D       G
HE STEALS A LITTLE BIT OF SOUL.

Repeat Chorus:

              G       D       G
YIE HI! PUT MY PICTURE IN A PICTURE SHOW  HERE WE GO!

Instrumental: [G] [C] [G] [C] [G] [D] [G] [C] [G] [C] [G] [D] [G]

              G
A YOUNG MAN FROM A SMALL TOWN

              C       G
WITH A VERY LARGE IMAGINATION
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